
  

Another sunny day in Ancient Greece. Kos and Santorini were trying to join the 

Great Dionisies celebrations which was quite a hard task since Santorini was a girl. 

Everything was going smoothly until some men discovered their secret and so they had to 

flee. In order to hide from the chase they entered a random house and locked the door. 

After a while they thought it was safe to leave but the second they opened the door they 

got confused, the city that surrounded them was not the one they had known for so long. 
 Two shocked teenagers stared in awe, seeing tall, glass buildings, fast vehicles 

moving in the streets and differently dressed people. They were both confused and 

terrified and they didn’t really know what to do. They felt a bit cold, to make the matters 

worse it started to rain so they decided to enter the closest building which turned out to 

be Sky Tower in Wroclaw (southern Poland). Surprisingly, in the hall they saw plenty of 

men and women dressed like them. Kos and Santorini tried their hardest to make a 

contact with somebody, but no one seemed to understand them. At one point badges with 

some inscriptions, which they didn’t quite understand, were pinned into their clothes and 

they were also given voting plates. 

 Disoriented teenagers were going around the room when someone pushed them 

onto the stage. Kos and Santorini weren’t half as surprised with this situation as they 

were with the fact that not only men were raising the voting plates but also women. The 

teenage girl was overwhelmed but happy when she understood that in here she also has a 

right to decide.  

 The teenagers won the competition about Ancient Greece, since not surprisingly 

their ‘costumes’ and overall image were most authentic.  As soon as they realised what had 

happened, they were overjoyed with their victory but started feeling homesick as well. 

Despite that, Santorini really wanted to stay against all odds while Kos, on contrary, 

 



  

wanted to go back to Ancient Greece and spread the message of another face of 

democracy and women’s rights. They decided to separate their ways but promised to find 

their way back to each other one day.  
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Sky Tower is a famous landmark in Wrocław (Poland), it’s 212m high (the highest building 

in Poland), it is a 50-storey building made of concrete and glass.  Inside there are a 

shopping centre, offices and very expensive apartments, it’s a venue for various events as 

well. On top of the tower there is a viewpoint from which you can admire the whole 

panorama of the city. 
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